Moxie mannerism?

"You know what?"
reconnaissance in the dark (soldier slang for sex)
Moxie is from Dillon

—he remarks to Ben (when Inez is away from table) something like "Life is funny":
Butte guys wd beat up Dillon guys (recognizing lic. plate county #s), now he's w/
a Butte girl.
Moxie

Frank Lammerding interview--
370--"I'm just one of them kind."
Moxie:

"Can't dance on one leg." goes to bar for more beer for the 3 of them. "Keep your hands to yourself, Reinking."
"Say, you're not mad with me, are you?" (with instead of at; in Richark Gercken note, May 1 '91)

Bn'tt's gung. 's Bruce before jst lght?
gloryhounds that they are.
piss-poor
That's a ... way to be.
Darius never passed a mirror in his life (without looking at himself in it).

— use metaphor of mirrors for scenes he remembers?
Moxie

Jake smacked the air as if kissing it on the cheek.

Jane rolled her eyes.
Moxie

Jake

"Not this kid."
Ben interior? Moxie to him?

"Get off your duff and find out."
... in her entirety. (i.e., naked)
a poke (i.e., have sex)

the old pokehole